
The connection between music and

mathematics is so strong that

musical experiences and learning

enhance mathematical

performance. 

 (Luiz, 2007) 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/266318346_The_learning_of_music_as_a_means_to_im

prove_mathematical_skills
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Music can be used to increase

mathematical knowledge,

academic performance and

intelligence in general. 

 (Kelstrom, 1998) 

https://doi.org/10.1177/0192636598082597
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Practically from birth, babies

start thinking mathematically and

musically. Subitizing is instantly

counting without counting out

each item. Infants subitize at

three or four days old.

(Denison, 2014)

https://onwisconsin.uwalumni.com/features/musical-numbers/
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Concentration and creativity 

Making music is a creative process

that gives joy in the making,

combine making music with solving

mathematical problems and this

creativity and joy will rub off on

the process of learning math. 

 (Hamilton, 2018) 

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8615262
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Art can awaken attention in those

that experience it. Music, rhythm

and creative movement can help

students with their concentration

on curricular subjects. 

 (Moerman, 2018) 

http://sh.diva-portal.org/smash/record.jsf?pid=diva2%3A1244292&dswid=-1240

Photo: "Brains!" by Hey Paul Studios is licensed under CC BY 2.0. Changes where made

Studies have been conducted to

prove that increased musical

education has positive effects on

social behaviour, self-perception

and motivation. 

 (Mall et al., 2016: 7) 

http://maths.emportfolio.eu/images/deliverables/Teacher_Handbook_English_Version.pd

f
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Dance can give a visual

representation of more abstract

subjects in math that are difficult

to explain in plain words.

(Rosenfeld, 2011)

https://www.academia.edu/4787544/Jump_Patterns_Percussive_Dance_and_the_Path_to_Math
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Present abstract ideas in concrete form 
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https://doi.org/10.1177/1048371315572878

The integration of the arts into teaching

gives students more opportunities to

make connections that lead to deeper

understanding.  

 (Munroe, 2015) 
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Dance is not the result of mimetic

movements, but a combination of

perception of space, time, symmetrical

movements and directions. 

 (Belcastro & Schaffer, 2011)  

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.4169/194762111X12954578042939
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Music is one of the first forms of

communication and is often the

first contact of children with

mathematics.

(Geist & Geist, 2008)

https://www.proquest.com/docview/197597007/fulltextPDF/AD5A75E67FAE49AAPQ/1?accountid=38978

"21 Symmetry" by Upupa4me is licensed under CC BY-SA

2.0.

Present abstract ideas in concrete form 
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Visual Representation

When using the space of the class

room and the numbers we have

around us we can give the

children a new level of the

understanding of mathematical

concepts 

 (Moerman, 2016) 

 

http://archive.bridgesmathart.org/2016/bridges2016-269.html
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Music gives a range of ways to

understand mathematics as

pattern building, comparing and

ordering, describing what one

hears and sees and solve

problems, make music! 

 (Johnson & Edelson, 2003) 

https://www.proquest.com/docview/214139035
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Dance and creative movement can

give a visual representation of

angles, geometric forms and

spatial perception.

 (Rosenfeld, 2011)

https://www.academia.edu/4787544/Jump_Patterns_Percussive_Dance_and_th

e_Path_to_Math

"Hypergrid Adventurers Club meet #30: Exploring giant geometric models and mathematics" by John 'Pathfinder' Lester is licensed under CC BY
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The use of body percussion and

eurythmic games helps to improve the

integration level of all students in the

whole class.  

 (Lundberg, 2014) 

https://lup.lub.lu.se/luur/download?func=downloadFile&recordOId=4986216&fileOId=4986219
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Some teachers tend to focus on the

ability to understand mathematical

concepts and neglect negative

mathematics dispositions. Incorporating

art into the mathematics classroom are

shown to improve mathematical

disposition and also performance in math. 

 (An et al., 2014) 

 

https://www.cimt.org.uk/journal/an.pdf
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 The discipline, concentration and

closeness in dance can help strengthen

students' sense of empathy, co-

operational skills and respect for one

self and others.

 (Robinson & Aronica, 2018) 

https://ideas.ted.com/why-dance-is-just-as-important-as-math-in-

school/?

utm_source=facebook.com&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=socia

l&utm_content=2022-2-22

"Nature" by joaoloureiro is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0.
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Art-themed mathematics education

activities have been proven to increase

teachers' innovative capabilities and

strengthen their pedagogical self-

esteem.

 (An et al., 2019)

https://doi.org/10.1080/15290824.2018.1472380

"Woman at piano and children with musical instruments, The University of Iowa, February 22, 1938" by

The University of Iowa Libraries is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0.

https://www.cimt.org.uk/journal/an.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1177/019263659808259707


In integrated classrooms, where music

and movements are used combined with

mathematical problem-solving, group

dynamics are boosted and children

become more active in their learning

process, making them reach curriculum

goals more easily.

 (Moerman, 2016)

 

http://archive.bridgesmathart.org/2016/bridges2016-269.html

"Musical Movement (Stage Six)" by Clair Graubner is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0.
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http://archive.bridgesmathart.org/2016/bridges2016-269.html

https://www.academia.edu/4787544/Jump_Patterns_Percussive_Dance_and_the_Path_to_Math

Students learn to communicate about dance

through math and math through dance. 

 (Rosenfeld, 2011) 

Dance is speechless but can give an extra

dimension to the communication within a

classroom. In a multi-linguistic class this can

help ease the language-obstacles.  

(Moerman, 2016)

Overcome Language obstacles/Universal communication 

Photo: "communication" by flavijus is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0.Photo: "thank you note for every language" by woodleywonderworksis licensed under CC BY

2.0. 
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https://www.academia.edu/4787544/Jump_Patterns_Percussive_Dance_and_the_Path_to_Math

To work with dance and movements in

the math class room can sometimes

make the kids forget that they are

learning math, and hence their

phobia of math disappears. The same

can be true for kids with a

personality that likes math more

than dancing and moving, the math

makes it easier for them to join in on

the dancing. 

 (Rosenfeld, 2011) 
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Over-bridge anxiety/ math-phobia
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http://archive.bridgesmathart.org/2016/bridges2016-269.html

Dance-themed mathematics education

helped "improving students’

dispositions toward mathematics and

creating an enjoyable learning

environment for reducing

mathematics anxiety".

 (An et al., 2017)

"Excellence in music and movement" by

piddy77 is licensed under CC BY 2.0.

https://doi.org/10.1080/15290824.2017.1299153

Music, rhythm and dance can help

children forget about their social

anxiety and also their fear of not

understanding the math that they

feel they are supposed to

understand in the class room.

 (Moerman, 2016)

https://www.academia.edu/4787544/Jump_Patterns_Percussive_Dance_and_the_Path_to_Math
https://doi.org/10.1177/019263659808259707
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https://www.theguardian.com/music/2011/jun/27/music-mathematics-fibonacci

Music, wrote the great 17th-century

German mathematician Gottfried

Leibniz, "is the sensation of counting

without being aware you were

counting." 

 (du Sautoy, 2011) 
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It is shown that students remember

more thoroughly what they learn if

they gesture while they are learning. 

 (Cook et al., 2008)

 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S001002770700114X?

casa_token=Ay335ioLfc4AAAAA:CAlsdIDX_1Ri8HGd8NbJHqDB3UgThOKqxxK8SdUqyG3-

qf8p_2ky_yTvLMbBRD5SFSmPyuiPS4Pv

Memorisation
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https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1809855116

'Music can activate the same

reward center in your brain as

the other things you enjoy.

Rewarding yourself with your

favourite music can improve the

motivation you need to learn new

information'. 

 (Gold et al., 2019) 

 

Photo: "Fresh" by Scott Robinson, changes made, https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/

Motivating, Engaging and rewarding
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Integrating music activities into

learning routines enables

children to develop learning

experiences in a playful and

engaging way.

 (Vaiouli & Friesen, 2016)

"Dia de Los Muertos art by children" by Just some dust is licensed under CC BY 2.0.
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Music creation is the only one

that activates most parts of the

brain as opposed to any other

activity. 

 (Scripp & Gilbert, 2016) 
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